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Working memory control dynamics follow
principles of spatial computing

Mikael Lundqvist 1,2 , Scott L. Brincat2, Jonas Rose 2,3,
Melissa R. Warden 2,4, Timothy J. Buschman 2,5, Earl K. Miller2,7 &
Pawel Herman 6,7

Working memory (WM) allows us to remember and selectively control a lim-
ited set of items. Neural evidence suggests it is achieved by interactions
between bursts of beta and gamma oscillations. However, it is not clear how
oscillations, reflecting coherent activity of millions of neurons, can selectively
control individual WM items. Here we propose the novel concept of spatial
computing where beta and gamma interactions cause item-specific activity to
flow spatially across the network during a task. This way, control-related
information such as item order is stored in the spatial activity independent of
the detailed recurrent connectivity supporting the item-specific activity itself.
The spatial flow is in turn reflected in low-dimensional activity shared bymany
neurons. We verify these predictions by analyzing local field potentials and
neuronal spiking. We hypothesize that spatial computing can facilitate gen-
eralization and zero-shot learning by utilizing spatial component as an addi-
tional information encoding dimension.

Working memory (WM) is a mental sketchpad for the short-term sto-
rage and top-down control of information1–8. This control is key to
WM’s central role in cognition9. We can select what we retain, read out
or delete from WM as well as manipulate the contents7,8,10–17. It is not
clear however what neural mechanisms underlie such flexible control.

Recent work on the temporal neural dynamics of WM has begun
to provide some insight. The central idea is that top-down control
stems from interactions between bursts of gamma and beta
power11,17–19. The gamma bursts are associated with spiking that in turn
encodes and maintains WM content. Beta bursts act as the control
signal. They carry top-down information and inhibit gamma/spiking,
thus controlling the access toWMcontents carried by the spiking. This
is supported by empirical observations of an anti-correlated “push-
pull” relationship between beta and gammaduring the encoding, read-
out, and deletion of the contents of WM11. For example, when infor-
mation is encoded into, or read out from, WM, beta decreases and

gamma increases along with spiking carrying the WM content. When
the content is no longer relevant and could be cleared out of the WM,
the opposite dynamics is seen11.

However, a key question remains: How can these gamma-beta
interactions, which reflect the combined activity ofmillions of neurons,
be selective enough to control the contents of individual items in WM?
WMcontrol, after all, ismore than just turningWM “on” and “off”. It also
includes selective operations on the individual items held in WM.

Here we propose a novel principle we dub spatial computing
where selective control comes from utilizing network space. Spatial
computing rests on the assumption that WM item representations are
consistently moved across the spatial dimensions of the cortical net-
work depending on task demands. Assigning or moving the repre-
sentation of a WM item from one part of the network to another is
considered a computation in itself. It is used to assign or change the
status of an item, for instance its temporal order, if it is a sample or cue
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item, or if it is currently prioritized or not. Control thus comes from
where in network space a specificWM item is held. This allows the item
to be accessed and operated on just by knowing its place in network
space. Importantly, it enables control without having to know the
precise network connectivity forming the ensemble for that item. In
this view, spatial computing is mediated by a low-dimensional (where
neurons share similar activity profiles) pattern of gamma-beta power
across a network. The controloperations onWMcontents are reflected
in the shared, low-dimensional components of neural activity20. Spik-
ing carrying the items held in WM is a high-dimensional (where neu-
rons have independent activity profiles) component that appears
where gamma is high and beta is low at eachmoment in time. Applying
a set of WM operations (e.g., executing task rules) corresponds to
imposing a low-dimensional spatio-temporal pattern on the network.

To test this idea we compared beta, gamma and spiking activity in
several WM tasks that required several aspects of WM control. Spatial
computing predicts that these control operations can be read from a
low-dimensional spatio-temporal pattern of gamma andbeta since this
information is spatially organized. The control operations include the
ordering of the objects and assigning their different uses (encoding/
maintenance vs determining whether they match a test object). By
contrast, gamma and beta are not expected to carry the identity of the
items due to their coarser spatial scale than individual neurons. This
information should instead be reflected in the high-dimensional spik-
ingbecause it arises from the connectivity of single neurons, organized
on a much finer spatial scale. Further, because the low-dimensional
activity reflects WM operations not content, it should have a stable
spatial pattern across different sessions where different sets of objects
are used. In spiking, we should thus observe amix of high-dimensional
activity reflecting item identity and the low-dimensional components
that account for the current operation being performed on them.

We found support for these predictions and thus offer a novel,
spatial perspective on low-dimensional activity and the role of oscil-
lations inWM control. We discuss how spatial computing offers a new
perspective on mixed selectivity, neural subspaces and redundancy in
cortex. Importantly, we discuss how spatial computing provides an
account for the generalizability of WM. In contrast to many compu-
tational models of WM, spatial computing allows items novel to a
specific task to be operated on without having to re-train networks to
the new items.

Results
We analyzed multiple-electrode neurophysiological recordings from
the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of five rhesus monkeys performing four
WM tasks. In three of the tasks the monkeys had to remember
sequences of objects or colored squares. Two tasks were single-object
delayed match-to-sample tasks.

We tested the following predictions of spatial computing: 1. There
are different neural sources for control-related activity (i.e., top-down
task demands) vs the specific items held in WM. 2. The control-related
activity is organized as spatial patterns. 3. The patterns are stable
across different recording sessions that use different sets ofWM items
but have the same top-down demands. 4. The control-related activity
modulates the spiking of individual neurons such that their activity
reflects both the identity of the item held in WM and current task
demands.

Prediction 1: Independent neural sources of control-related and
item-specific WM activity
To test this prediction, we used local field potentials (LFPs) and single
neuron activity recorded with acute electrodes in PFC of rhesus
monkeys performing a sequence two-itemWM task. Themonkeys had
to remember the identity and order of two visual objects presented in
sequence (Task 1, Fig. 1a). After a brief memory delay, there was a two-
object test sequence that could either be identical to the encoded

sample sequence or a mismatch (where either the temporal order or
the identity of the objects was changed). After the second test object,
monkeys indicated whether the test object sequence matched that of
the sample object sequence seen at the start of the trial.

Both item-specific activity (carrying information about each
object’s identity) as well as control-related activity (i.e., the require-
ment to remember the order and to determine if they match a test
sequence) are needed to solve the task (Fig. 1a13). Our previous work
demonstrated a ramp-up of spiking (and gamma bursting) at the end
of a memory delay that reflected a “read-out” of an item from WM11,19.
On a population level the ramp up in spiking was selective to order
information. Out of the two items held in WM, spiking only increased
for the item that was relevant for the upcoming test (information
about Sample 1 item before Test 1, information about Sample 2 item
before Test 2 in Fig. 111,13).

This selective ramp-up we observed on the population level was
reflected in item-selective single neurons that only ramped up to one of
the two tests (demonstrating order specificity). However, when indivi-
dual neurons ramped before a specific test (either Test 1 or Test 2), they
did so regardless if their preferred item had been presented during the
corresponding sample or not (conceptually illustrated in Fig. 1b, single
neuron examples shown in Fig. S1). An idealized, item-specific ramping
neuron would selectively ramp up spiking only for its preferred stimu-
lus, not for others (Fig. 1b, left). Spatial computing suggests that this
effect is due to independent origins of control-related and item-specific
activity. The ramping comes from top-down control-related excitation
selective to the order of the two tests. It targets cortical locations at
much coarser spatial scales than individual neurons. As a result,millions
of neurons in these cortical locations receive excitation regardless of
their itempreference (Fig. 1b right). Due to the spatial integration of LFP
activity over a few hundred micrometers, item-specific activity should
largely cancel out in gamma (and beta) bursting. Therefore, spatial
computing predicts that these LFP oscillations should capture spatially
organized information about the order of items but not their identities
per se. Importantly, spiking, which probes network activity at much
finer spatial scales, should account for both item-specific activity arising
from recurrent connectivity and control-related activity inherited from
the gamma and beta interactions.

We thus examined spiking and gamma bursting in the delay peri-
ods of 1000ms leading up to the first and second test stimuli (Fig. 1a).
The data in these periods were labelled by the control-related context
(Test 1 or Test 2) and by item identity (i.e., the item that was expected
basedon the sequenceheld inWM- thefirst itemfromsample sequence
for Test 1 and the second item for Test 2). We then calculated the
percentage of variance (PEV) in the neural activity explained by these
labels. As predicted, the ramp-up of gamma bursting carried informa-
tionmainly about the control component, order, i.e., whether it was the
lead up to Test 1 or Test 2 cue, and not the identity of the retained items
(Fig. 1c, right panel). Spiking carried a mixture of the two information
components (Fig. 1c, left), i.e., both the order and the identity of the
expected item. We also found a similar difference between spiking and
beta activity in line with the prediction about the beta as a correlate of
control signals (Fig. S2). As expected from the control signal, beta also
mainly carried order information.

We further tested this prediction by analyzing data from another
WM task (Fig. 1a, d). In Task 2, two cues were again sequentially pre-
sented, just as in Task 1, but then they differed in how those memories
were tested after thememory delay. In Task 2, rather thanmaking a yes/
no decision about whether a test sequence matched the remembered
one, three objects were presented simultaneously. The monkey had to
choose, using eye movements, the correct two objects in the correct
order. Monkeys switched back and forth between these two tasks. Note
thatboth tasks are identical upuntil the testingperiodafter thememory
delay. Nonetheless, a previous analysis of this data showed that there
were different patterns of spiking ramp-up at the end of the memory
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delay reflecting the different task demands (Warden and Miller, 2010).
Here, we found that control-related information (i.e. whether the
monkey was performing Task 1 or Task 2) could be determined from
spatial patterns of gammabursting (Fig. 1e, right panel). As predictedby
spatial computing, the ramp-up in spiking instead reflected not only the
control-related information but also item identity (Fig. 1e, left).

We further elaborated on these results by using demixed principal
component analysis (dPCA) of the two tasks (Fig. 2). dPCAdecomposes
population activity into principal components dependent on task
parameters specified in the analysis20. In our case, these relevant
parametersmodulating population activity wereWM items used in the
task, the task being performed and time (task epochs). Here we ana-
lyzed both gamma bursting and spiking activity using dPCA. We
identified low-dimensional components, attributed to WM control in
the spatial computing framework, using activity that varied across
tasks or task epochs but did not depend on specificWM items.We also
extracted high-dimensional components that varied with the specific
items used in a trial. The control-related components captured two
types of activity: differences between the two tasks (“Task individual”)
and shared patterns of activity over time in the two tasks (“Task

general”). Item components reflected the item-specific spiking. As
predicted, the control-related components were more dominant in
gammabursting (Fig. 2, top left) whereas spiking additionally captured
strong item dependent components (Fig. 2, top right panel).

One possibility is that the observed difference between gamma
and spiking simply reflected differences in the quality in these mea-
sures of cortical activity (spikes vs LFPs). In other words, item-specific
information might simply be more difficult to read out from gamma.
To test for this, we performed the same analysis on another WM
dataset referred to asTask 3 (Fig. 3, Lundqvist et al. 2016). As in the two
previous tasks, the items were presented sequentially. Though this
time each sample was in a different extrafoveal location instead of all
foveally as in Task 1 and Task 2. As a result, we expected the item-
specific spiking to be spatially distributed due to spatial organization
of location-related information in PFC21,22. Consequently, item-specific
activity should thus be strongly present also in gamma activity.
Therefore we should not observe the same disassociation between
control-related and item-specific activity in spiking and gamma, as in
the previous tasks. Both gamma and spiking should now carry similar
contents. The results shown in Fig. S3 are consistent with the predic-
tion. There was similar amount of control-related and item-specific
activity in both neural measures. This suggests that differences
between the gamma and spiking reported in Tasks 1 and Task 2
reflected distinct spatial organization of control-related and item-
specific information, and not just quality differences between gamma
and spiking as neural measures. Further, in line with our earlier dis-
cussion of gamma-beta interactions as spatial computing correlates,
we found that beta bursting was dominated by the low-dimensional,
task dependent components as well (Fig. S3).

Predictions 2 and 3: Control-related activity form spatial pat-
terns that are stable across sessions
Spatial computing predicts that control-related spiking and LFP
activity is spatially distributed and can be decomposed into spatial

Fig. 1 | Disassociation between gamma and spiking. a In Task 1, two object cues
are presented and then tested sequentially. In “match trials”, to which monkeys had
to respond, the order and identity of the objects have to be the same for sample and
test sequences.bCartoons to illustrate spatial computing (for actual data see Fig. S1).
Left: Item-specific activity rampsup just before the informationabout item identity is
needed in the task. In the idealized case of stimulus selective neurons, their activity
only ramps up for one specific cued item (top). However, recorded neurons with
ramping activity respond to all cued items to varying levels (bottom). Right: the
model explains the observed phenomenon of post stimulus ramping after all stimuli
to varying degrees by external time-varying excitation that travels over the cortical
sheet. Neurons preferring for instance the red or blue cues are scattered throughout
the network. Some sites exhibit ramping excitation, reflected in increased activity of
all neurons at that site, though to the lesser degree when the preferred object was
not provided. c Red plots show PEV accounting for test order effects estimated over
two groups of trial periods, delay periods preceding either Test 1 or Test 2. Blue
curves reflect PEV wrt. cued item identity (information about identity of Sample 1
prior to Test 1 and Sample 2 leading up to Test 2 stimuli). Black bars demonstrate
when blue and red plots differ, using cluster based statistics (n= 199 for gamma,
n= 283 for single neurons).dTask 2 structure,which is identical to Task 1 until Test 1.
Unlike in Task 1 however, at Test 1 both Sample 1 and Sample 2 items are tested in
parallel by monkeys making eye-movements to the two targets. e PEV information
pooled over Task 1 and 2 in the delay period leading up to Test 1 (n= 199 for gamma,
n= 283 for single neurons). Red plots show PEV estimated over periods grouped
based on task (Task 1 vs 2), whereas blue curves illustrate PEV information about the
cued item identity (average of information about Sample 1 and Sample 2). Shaded
regions indicate standard error of themean in all panels. Sourcedata are provided as
Source Data file. Panels a and d were created with images from Melissa R. Warden,
Earl K. Miller, The Representation of Multiple Objects in Prefrontal Neuronal Delay
Activity, Cerebral Cortex, Volume 17, Issue suppl_1, September 2007, Pages i41–i50,
https://doi.org/10.1093/cercor/bhm070 with permission from Oxford
University Press.
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Fig. 2 | Demixed principal component analysis (dPCA) of gamma and spiking.
Spatial computing implies that task dependent components (red and grey) should
be more prevalent in gamma bursting as compared to spiking (c.f. Fig. 1). Here we
used dPCA20 to extract the principal components and attribute them to task control-
related and item-specific activity (n= 199 for gamma, n= 283 for single neurons).
“Task general” (grey) and “Task individual” (red) components correspond to low-
dimensional task control-related activity. “Task general” components reflect shared
patterns of activity over time in the two tasks whereas “Task individual” components
explain the variance that originates from the differences between the two tasks. Item

dependent components (blue) account for the variance between four different cued
items (item-specific activity). The green (sample 1) and light blue (sample 2) rec-
tangles mark when the samples where shown. “S/T int” refers to components that
depended both on item and taskwhen data fromboth tasks were analyzed together.
The bottom half of the figure shows example components for Task 1 and Task 2
combined. Shown are the first two components of each type (meaning several task
general components are not shown as they tended to dominate). Source data are
provided as Source Data file.

Fig. 3 | Task 3. In Task 3, two or three colored squares were presented in a
sequence. Their location and color were to be remembered. Following the 0.6 s

delay, the sequence of squares was repeated. Monkeys needed to saccade to the
square in the test sequence that changed color relative the sample sequence.
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components reflecting patterns of excitation. To test this hypothesis,
we used data from dense chronically implanted electrode arrays,
which enabled us to 1) map the spatial distribution of various com-
ponents, and 2) assess their stability across different recording ses-
sions. We recorded simultaneously from 4 Utah arrays, implanted in
left and right PFC. Themonkey performed anobject delayedmatch-to-
sample task over multiple sessions (Task 4, Fig. 4). Different sets of 8
objects (WM items) were used for each session.

We focused on gamma activity since for each electrode it reflects
the activity from a stable group of neurons in that spatial vicinity across
sessions (whereas the same individual single neurons may not remain
isolated across sessions). We performed dPCA analysis of the gamma
activity (45–100Hz)within the delay period in each session.We focused
on the first two control-related components that reflected shared
activity over time regardless of item identity. They explainedon average
75 and 8% of the data variance, respectively. To localize the spatial
origins of the two components in each recording session, we extracted
their corresponding dPCA loadings (weights used for projecting the
data). Further, to minimize the risk of overfitting the dPCA model to
session specific noise we sparsified the weights. We only kept those
weights that significantly contributed to the component (seeMethods).
We thenaveraged thedPCAweights acrossfive sessions per component
and used the two resulting weight vectors to derive the corresponding
projections for each session. This yielded virtually identical compo-
nents in each session (Fig. 4b, left). Further, session-specific dPCA
components, i.e., based on loadings extracted from individual sessions,
showed striking resemblance to those obtained with the five-session
averaged weight vector (Fig. 4b, right). Thus the spatial distribution of
these components was stable across sessions (and across sets of WM
items). We plot their spatial organisation in Fig. 4c to illustrate that they
were distributed in all four recorded areas and distinct for the two
components. Thus, as predicted by spatial computing, different
control-components corresponded to spatial patterns of activity.

The difference between the two control-related components is
also reflected over time. The first component corresponded to activity
that slowly decayed over the delay period. The second one corre-
sponded to activity that initially decayed but then ramped up before
the end of the delay. The components also exhibited differences dur-
ing the sample period. The first component was elevated throughout
the sample. The second component had activity primarily at the onset
and offset of sample. Since the componentswere selected solely based
on the delay activity, these differences in other task periods imply that
they accounted for consistent variations between recording locations
(and that they did not reflect overfitting to the data).

We interpreted the first component as controlling where sample
information was encoded. The second component, with the ramp-up
during the delay, determined the spatial location from where infor-
mation was read out. We wanted to test more explicitly whether this
ramp-up was related to control. In addition, we wanted to ensure that
the distinct spatial distribution of activity across various task epochs
did not just reflect the “passage of time” in the trials. Thuswe recorded
array data from yet another task, Task 5 (Fig. 5a). This task was similar
to Task 4, but the delay duration varied randomly from 1 to 4 s. This
made the timing of the upcoming test stimulus unpredictable. On 90%
of trials, there was a pre-test (just prior to the test) cue alerting the
monkey to the test. Behavioral analysis suggested that the monkey
exploited pre-test cue as its accuracy was significantly higher on cue-
trials (93.4% vs 87.1% correct, p =0.0001, t-test with randomization).
This allowed us to more explicitly link any neurophysiological com-
ponents related to the pre-test cue with WM control of read-out from
WM. The first two task-general dPCA components indeed had strong
responses to the pre-test cue with elevated gamma activity following
the cue (Fig. 5b). We used the dPCA coefficients extracted from trials
with delays lasting 2 s to project data from the remaining trials with the
4 other delay lengths. This demonstrated that the elevated activity

towards the endof the delaydidnotmerely reflect the passage of time.
Instead it was in direct response to the up-coming test, consistently
with a role in WM control. In addition, it meant the same spatial con-
figuration of electrodes contributed to the read-out components
regardless of the duration of the delays, consistently with the spatial
distribution of activity being used for such WM control.

Interestingly, comparing the first two control-related coefficients
from Task 4 with Task 5, they were only partially overlapping spatially
(compare Fig. 5c with Fig. 4c). Projecting data from Task 4 using coef-
ficients fromTask 5 did indeed only partially recapture the components
from the original analysis of Task 4 (Fig. S5). This suggested that despite
the strong similarities between the two tasks, the spatial locations used
for encoding and read-out were remapped across the tasks. Conse-
quently, it implies that encoding or read-out locations in cortex are not
completely hardwired. Instead they change dynamically with task
demands, which may for instance reflect the need for more neural
resources for encoding or read-out.

Prediction 4: Low-dimensional spatial excitation gives rise to
context dependent selectivity
One of the implications of spatial computing is that at the single-
neuron level there is a mix of control and item-specific activity. This
arises out of control-related, low-dimensional spatial patterns of
excitation combining with the item-selectivity of individual neurons.
To test this hypothesis, we analysed spiking and LFPs from the third
WM task (Task 3, Fig. 3). In this task the three samples were presented
in unique locations so information about their order did not need to be
stored. However, each sample and the corresponding test cue were
presented in the same location and had to be distinguished somehow
to facilitate their comparison. According to the principle of spatial
computing, this should be achieved by having distinct spatial patterns
of excitation at sample and test cues, respectively. It should then result
in different sets of neurons encoding these two cues despite the fact
that they were presented in the same location and that the stimulus
preferences of individual neurons did not change (Fig. 6a). We con-
sidered here beta and gamma bursting as proxies for local excitation.
In particular, beta bursts should reflect excitation levels distinguish-
able from spiking. This is because they express less cross-talk between
spiking and LFP activity than gamma23. We have previously shown that
beta bursts are anti-correlated with bursts of gamma and spiking11,19.
For example, beta bursting is lower when the sample objects are pre-
sented while gamma bursting is then elevated (Fig. 6b; Fig. S6).

Here, we found that the levels of beta activity had a distinct shift
downwards before and during test periods compared to sample
encoding periods (Fig. 6b) suggesting a general shift in excitability. It
was not due to saccades as it was seen equally during test periods in
which animals responded or withheld the response (compare Test 1 (no
response) and Test 2 (response) in Fig. 6b). This implies that excitation
levels indexed by LFPs (and approximated here by beta) were generally
elevated during test periods compared to encoding. In line with earlier
analysis of the same data (Lundqvist et al. 2016), sites with neurons
displaying item-selective activity had lower beta during encoding
(sample cues) than sites with non-selective neurons (Fig. 6b; using units
selective to Sample 1 in the first 600ms after the sample onset). How-
ever, during the test periods beta for non-selective sites was con-
sistently lower compared to the lowest beta observed at selective sites
during encoding. This more widespread excitation (reflected in LFPs)
should according to thehypothesis bemanifested in amorewidespread
item-selectivity (of single neurons) in the network. In trials where the
same items were presented during Sample 1 and Test 1 (to which the
animals thus did not respond to), beta was suppressed (Fig. 6b), and
gammapower (Figure S6) andfiring rateswere increasedduring the test
relative the sample period. Importantly, item-selective activity was
confined to a smaller part of the network during the encoding com-
pared to the test periods (Fig. 6c). A significantly larger portion of the
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neurons responded to Test 1 than Sample 1 stimuli, even in trials in
which theywere identical (69/480 had significant variance explained by
Sample 1 identity compared to 154/480 by Test 1 identity using the first
600ms from the onset of sample cue and test cue, respectively; p < 1e-
11, two-sided binomial test). This suggests that enforcing different
spatio-temporal patterns of excitation during sample and test periods
could be an effective way to distinguish information elicited in the
selective neural population in the two task periods. This is a natural
implication of the principle of spatial computing.

Discussion
We have tested the hypothesis that the PFC implements spatial com-
puting for the control ofWM.The central idea is that top-downcontrol-
related information (e.g., the ordering of multiple items held in WM,
how they are used etc.) operates in network space. DifferentWM items
are distributed across different locations in a network so they can be
manipulated independently. Themanipulations are reflected in neural
oscillations that act on hundreds of thousands of neurons (rather than

target single neurons) at different network locations. The manifesta-
tion is a dynamic patchwork of beta and gamma bursts. As in our
earlier framework, the gamma bursts co-register with the spiking car-
rying the individual items held in WM. Beta bursts act as an inhibitory
control signal that inhibits gamma/spikingwhen andwherebetapower
is high11,17,19.

To understand how the spatial computing works consider our
Task 1 requirement to retain twoobjects (A andB) in the order inwhich
they appeared (first or second11,13). This task, likemany otherWM tasks,
requires several forms of control. First, input control where the sample
objects are stored according to their order of presentation. Second,
output control where only the currently relevant object is read out and
compared to thefirstor second test objects. Third, the testobjects also
have to be presented as test objects rather than sample objects to
facilitate the comparison. Here, in line with the principle of spatial
computing,we found evidence that all these formsofWMcontrolwere
aided by utilizing the spatial dimensions of the cortical sheet. The idea
is that during the initial encoding of the sequence, different spatio-

Fig. 4 | Spatial patterns of control-related activity in a delay-match-to-sample
task. a Left: Schematic depiction of the delayed match-to-sample task. Right:
schematic depiction of the recording locations of the four chronically implanted
Utah arrays (left and right dlPFC, left and right vlPFC). b Left: the first (top) and
second (bottom) task-general dPCA components of gamma activity projected
using the five-session averagedPCAweight vectors for eachoneof thefive sessions.
Right: plotted are the five-session averages of the first and second task-general

dPCA gamma components using i) the five-session average dPCA weight vectors
(black) and ii) session-specific weight vectors (red). c The 4-array spatial distribu-
tion of the session-average normalized dPCA weights used in 'b' for the first (top)
and second (bottom) task dependent dPCA components. It demonstrates that the
different components formed unique and stable spatial patterns distributed over
PFC. Source data are provided as Source Data file. Panel a was created with clip art
images from © DESIGNALIKIE, Limited.
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temporal patterns of gamma are activated for the first vs second item.
The gamma patterns are determined by patterns in beta activity (the
top-down control signal): gamma is where beta is not. When the first
object is shown (say, object A), the underlying network has a unique
gamma pattern corresponding to the “first item”. This injects excita-
tion and primes neurons that are selective to A only in those gamma
patches, thereby dictating the high-dimensional pattern that repre-
sents the first item. When the second object (say, B) is shown, top-
down control will form a different gamma pattern corresponding to
the “second item”. Neurons selective for B are then excited andprimed
in those patches. For the output control, where the first or second
object has to be read out, the corresponding “read-out” gamma pat-
tern is activated. Spiking of the primed neurons from that patch
(network location) is elevated. Likewise, the first and second test
objects have their unique low-dimensional spatial patterns of activity.
The concept rests on the assumption that there is significant

redundancy in cortex such that there are neurons selective to both A
and B in both patterns of patches (corresponding to the first and
second object24). In short, spatial computing posits that WM control
stems from spatio-temporal activity patterns across network space
that reflect and change with top-down task demands.

This separation of control (in this case, order) from content
(objects A vs B) endowsWMwith the ability to generalize and with the
transfer learning to new items not used when a given task was initially
learned, i.e., zero-shot learning25. This can be explained by different
sources for these signals. Cortical beta oscillations are thought to
emerge from loops between thalamus, cortex and subcortical
structures26. This suggests that top-down information is imposed, at
least in part, from outside the local PFC cortical network itself25,27,28. It
would be shaped by reinforcement learning in this loop as a task is
learned25. The top-down excitation would selectively support stable
retention of information in the cortical parts of the network it targets.

Fig. 5 | Spatial patterns of control-related activity in task with cued read-out.
a Schematic depiction of the delayed match-to-sample task with read-out cue. The
delay lengths were randomly drawn from 5 possible delay lengths (1, 1.41, 2, 2.83,
and 4 s).On 90%of trials, therewas a test pre-cue signaling the upcoming test. Only
those trials were analysed. Recording locations same as in Task 4. b The first (top)
and second (bottom) task-general dPCA components of gamma activity (n = 232
electrodes). They are projected using the eight-session average dPCA weight

vectors extracted from 2 s (back) delay trials. Then data from 1 s (blue), 1.41 s
(green), 2.83 s (red) and 4 s (cyan) are plotted using the same weight vectors. c The
4-array spatial distribution of the session-averagenormalized dPCAweights used in
‘b’ for thefirst (top) and second (bottom) task dependent dPCAcomponents. These
were distinct from the ones obtained in Task 4 (see Fig. 4c). Source data are pro-
vided as Source Data file. Panel a was created with clip art images from © DESIG-
NALIKIE, Limited.
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In support of this view, there is growing evidence suggesting that
excitation from mediodorsal thalamus is needed to sustain working
memory and attention activity in PFC27–29. The selectivity of individual
neurons for specific items, by contrast, may be more dependent on
patterns of recurrent connectivity and inputs local to cortex24,30–32.

We found evidence supporting the spatial computing hypoth-
esis. The spatial patterns of beta and gamma reflected control
operations of the task at hand. This included item order, how each
item was currently being used (encoding/maintenance vs ‘reading
out” the items to make a match judgement), and which of two WM
tasks the monkey was performing. Notably, the two tasks were
identical except for howWM itemswould be read out and used at the
end of the trial (recognizing a match vs choosing matches from a
number of alternatives). Consistent with the spatial encoding of
control signals, control-related information was found in the pattern
of gamma/beta activity, shared among neurons within a few hundred
micrometers. Consequently, it arose on a larger spatial scale than the
item-specific activity that had more of a salt-and-pepper, finer-
grained, distribution. This directly implies that the spatial dimen-
sions of cortex are used and that oscillations can be used to selec-
tively control information despite acting on millions of neurons
simultaneously. Importantly, we observed that gamma and spiking,
though highly correlated in time and space, carried different infor-
mation. The gamma pattern reflected top-down control information
per se. By contrast, spiking carried information about specific WM
items as well as top-down information. The top-down information
was “inherited” by virtue of which gamma patch each neuron
belonged to.

By examining recordings from chronically implanted electrode
arrays, we also found that the low-dimensional gamma and beta pat-
terns were consistent across recording sessions. Within a task, they
were dynamic, changing with current task demands (meaning that
different spatial parts of cortex contributed to different aspects of the
task). Nonetheless, these spatio-temporal dynamics were similar
across multiple recording sessions that used different WM items. We

previously reported that a ramp-up of gamma bursting was related to
read-out fromWM (Lundqvist et al. 2016; 2018). Here, we showed that
the same parts of the network (recording array) showed gamma
bursting ramp-up even though those sessions used different WM
items. Spiking during these ramp-ups carry information about the
specific item being read out11,19. Thus, our current results suggest that
the same network locations in the PFC are used for the same operation
(read-out) regardless of item identity.

Spatial computing is consistent with, and sheds new light on, a
variety of observations in the extant literature. Spatial computing
requires representational redundancy. Information about a given
WM item is represented in multiple parts of a network (for different
operations). Such redundancy seems to be a hallmark of cortical
activity33–36. It could be supported by horizontal connections
between neurons with shared stimulus preference24,30,37. Spatial
computing is also in line with growing interest in the dimensionality
of cortical representations20,36,38–43. Low-dimensional activity, i.e.,
shared across many neurons and across experimental conditions
(such as our patterns of gamma and beta patches), has been impli-
cated in the ability to generalize across tasks (ref.39. Indeed, low-
dimensional activity often reflects the structure of tasks, e.g., mod-
ulation of activity across different task periods42. Changes in low-
dimensional activity have been shown to correlate with task learning
and reflect time within a trial40–43. Our findings add that these arise
from spatial patterns of excitation. Spatial computing is also con-
sistent with observations that population spiking accounting forWM
items rotate into distinct subspaces depending on whether the item
is currently behaviorally relevant44. Spatial computing suggests that
these rotations are driven by the spatial flow of information in net-
works. Moving the information would cause a rotation into a new
subspace in this view.

Spatial computing can also explain classic observations that the
spiking of individual neurons is highly task-dependent24. Some neu-
rons, for example, only respond to an item when it is a to-be-
remembered sample or only when it is a test item used to compare

Fig. 6 | Control-related (task demand dependent) selectivity arising from time-
varying excitation. a The conceptual illustration how in the proposed spatial
computing frameworkmixed selectivity arises fromacombinationof itemselectivity
(orange vs brown curves, given by network connectivity) and the unique pattern of
local excitation (green curve showing the control-related local excitation levels over
time that are unique to each cortical location and not dependent on the item held in
WM). b Beta bursting reflects (is anti-correlated with) the excitation in the network.
Blue curves (n = 64) correspond to sites in which neurons are selective to items cued
at Sample 1 (measured between 0 and 0.6 s), red curves (n= 198) describe sites with
no such selective neurons. Trials with three sequential sample cues and two test cues
(monkeys correctly respond at Test 2) are shown. Dotted line corresponds to the
lowest beta burst rate for selective siteswhennot including theTest periods. Redbar

denotes times where beta burst rate in non-selective sites drops below that rate
(cluster based statistic, p <0.05). Grey rectangles denote cue presentations. c PEV in
spiking accounting for the information about an item presented at Sample 1 mea-
sured in neurons on sites that are item selective (blue,n= 69) and non-selective (red,
n= 411) during the first sample and delay period (0–0.6 s). Blue (selective sites) and
red (non-selective sites) bars denotes times where PEV is significantly above 0
(cluster based statistic, p <0.05). An exclusion criterion was adopted where data
from two recording sessionswere excludeddue to the lackof correct trials for oneof
the task conditions, which would have introduced bias in the estimate of PEV
information. Shaded regions indicate standard error of themean in all panels. Source
data are provided as Source Data file.
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against the memorised content. Spatial computing explains this by
having different sets of gamma patterns being activated for these
different task contexts (see Figs. 4–6). The neurons only spike to a
preferred item when its gamma patch is active. Similar results have
been found inmodels of artificial recurrent neural networks trained on
WM tasks. The artificial network units form multiple functional neu-
ronal sub-groups with some units activating to an item when it was a
sample cue, others – when it was a test item45. Here we found similar
sub-groups experimentally with the addition that they were spatially
organized. This, in turn, may also provide insights into mixed
selectivity38,46. Neurons with mixed selectivity show context-
dependent spiking that is non-linear. It cannot be predicted from
their responses to the individual elements that combine to make that
context. Mixed selectivity is thought to add computational horse-
power, increase network storage capacity among other functional
benefits38,46. Herewe add that the context-dependent activity ofmixed
selectivity neurons arises from the top-down control of low-
dimensional patterns applied to networks, not just from the detailed
connectivity within the network. Thus the computational benefits of
mixed selectivity may be flexibly adapted from task to task.

In sum, spatial computing postulates a novel mechanism for how
neural oscillations may implement selective WM control. It can also
explain how PFCnetworksmay consequently achieve flexibleWMwith
powerful generalization capabilities. In doing so, it offers a new per-
spective on the functional role of low-dimensional activity that often
seems to dominate cortical activity.

Methods
Data from previous studies
Weanalyzeddata from twoprevious studies13,19. In total the two studies
included three experimental tasks (Task 1&2 from13, Task3 from19). For
details of training and data collection, please see those studies. Briefly,
each task involved two Rhesus macaques that were trained until they
performed well above chance. They were trained with positive reward
(juice) only and maintained in accordance with the National Institutes
of Health guidelines and the policies of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Committee for Animal Care.

For each recording, a new set of acute electrode pairs (tungsten,
epoxy-coated, FHC) was lowered through a grid. Between 8 and 20
prefrontal electrodes were recorded from simultaneously on each
session (34 sessions for Task 1 and 2, 30 sessions for Task 3). Task 1 and
Task 2 were recorded during the same sessions in a blocked design.
Only electrodes containing isolatable units were kept for further
analysis.

Data recordings
We recorded data from one Rhesus macaque monkey performing
twodelayed-match-to sample tasks (Task 4 and Task 5). It was trained
with positive reward (juice) and maintained in accordance with the
National Institutes of Health guidelines and the policies of the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of TechnologyCommittee for Animal Care. It had
4 Utah arrays (64 channels each) chronically implanted in left vlPFC,
left dlPFC, right vlPFC and right dlPFC. We recorded at a sampling
rate of 30 kHz. We recorded from 5 sessions for Task 4 and 8 sessions
for Task 5. For Task 4 there were 8 possible objects to be held in
working memory each session, and 3/8 of the remaining objects
acted as distractor at test. Sessions 2 and 3 had the same set of
possible objects, and sessions 4 and 5 also shared the same set,
otherwise there was no overlap across sessions (in other words, there
were 3 unique sets). Over the 5 sessions the monkey performed at a
high accuracy (94%), not including fixation breaks. We only analyzed
the correct trials (2758, 2526, 2413, 2110, and 2306 in the 5 sessions).
For Task 5 there was a pre-test cue in 90% of trials alerting the
monkey to the upcoming test. We only used data from correct trials
with the pre-test cue. There were 5 possible delay lengths (1, 1.41, 2,

2.83, and 4 s) to keep the timing of the test unpredictable and
encourage themonkey to use the pre-test cue.We used the trials with
2 s delays to extract coefficients for the dPCA (see below) and then
applied the spatial dPCA filter to the data from trials with the 4
remaining delay lengths.

Signal processing
Preprocessing Task 1 and 2: At first, all electrodes without any iso-
latable neuronswere removed. Then, a notchfilterwith constant phase
across a session was applied to remove 60Hz line noise and its second
harmonic. On some sessions there were high-power, broadband fre-
quency artifacts; these sessions were discarded from further analysis.

Preprocessing Task 3: We first removed apparent noise sources
from the signal. In particular, a notch filter was applied to remove 60Hz
line noisewith constant phase across a session. In addition, we removed
periodic deflections seen in the evoked potentials (every 47ms, lasting
1ms, on a subset of electrodes, phase-locked to stimulus onset). The
signal was filtered and downsampled to 1 kHz (from 30kHz).

Preprocessing Task 4 and 5: We removed channels that had bad
contacts andmuchhigher (noise) amplitudes than the rest using visual
inspection. Data was downsampled to 1 kHz and 60Hz noise removed.

For spectral analysis we appliedmulti-taper analysis (with a family
of orthogonal tapers produced by Slepian functions47–49). The multi-
taper approach was adopted with frequency-dependent window
lengths corresponding to six to eight oscillatory cycles and frequency
smoothing corresponding to 0.2–0.3 of the central frequency, f0, i.e.,
f0 ± 0.2f0, where f0 were sampled with the resolution of 1 Hz (this
configuration implies that two to three tapers were used). The spec-
trograms were estimated with the temporal resolution of 1ms. Typi-
cally we present total power of raw LFPs (after removal of noise)
without subtracting any baseline or estimated evoked content.

Burst extraction
To extract bursts of high-power events on a single trial level weutilized
a previously developed method11,19. In the first step of the oscillatory
burst identification, a temporal profile of the LFP spectral content
within a frequency band of interest was estimated. We used two
alternative methods of spectral quantification (see above). We either
narrow-band-filtered LFP trials and extracted the analytic amplitudes
(envelope) or we used single-trial spectrograms, obtained with the
multi-taper approach, to calculate smooth estimates of time-varying
band power (all presented results were obtained with the multi-taper
approach; the results for the two methods were very similar). Next we
defined oscillatory bursts as intervals during individual trials when the
respective measure of instantaneous spectral power exceeded the
threshold set as two SDs above the trial mean value for that particular
frequency, and with the duration of at least three cycles. Having the
burst intervals extracted for the beta band (20–35Hz) and three
gamma sub-band oscillations (40–65, 55–90, and 70–100Hz) from
each trial, we defined a single-trial point process (binary state: no burst
vs burst within a 10ms window) with the resolution of 10ms and trial-
average measure, a so-called burst rate for each spectral band. This
quantity corresponds to the chance of a burst occurrence on an indi-
vidual electrode at a particular time in the trial (a proportion of trials
where a given electrode displays burst-like oscillatory dynamics
around the time point of interest sliding over the trial length).

Statistical methods
The majority of tests performed in this study were nonparametric due
to insufficient evidence for model data distributions. To address the
multi-comparisons problem, we employed Kruskal-Wallis, Friedman’s,
and Wilcoxon’s signed-rank tests where appropriate. In addition, for
the comparison between temporal profiles of the normalized firing
rates within versus outside oscillatory bursts, we resorted to a per-
mutation test on the largest cluster based statistics50, originally
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proposed to increase the test sensitivity based on the known proper-
ties of the data (here being temporal dependency). Finally, some
attention should be given to the way we report correlations between
the measures of time-varying spectral band content and burst rate
statistics. The correlation analyses were performed on individual
electrodes and only the summary statistics (mean and SE) for the
electrode-wise significant effects (p < 0.01) are presented.

Estimation of information
The bias-corrected PEV51 was estimated across trials with different
conditions from firing rates averaged in 50ms bins across trials
within each trial. We performed two-way ANOVA where trials had
multiple groupings (i.e. stimulus or delay/task). All correct trials were
used, as the groups were well balanced in each session. The bias
correction was used as it avoids the problem of non-zero mean PEV
for small sample sizes.

As a result, (bias-corrected) PEV allowed for the quantification of
information carried by the modulation of firing rates or burst rates of
individual units accounting for the stimulus, task or task period (pre-
Test 1 delay vs pre-Test 2 delay in Fig. 1).

For Fig. 6 we used PEV to estimate selective and non-selective
units. Here, for a unit to be classified as selective it needed to have a
p-value in the ANOVA test for Stimulus 1 < 0.05. We estimated
selective units based on the 300ms of Sample 1 presentation and the
following 300ms of delay. We did not use the full delay up until test
since we wanted to compare the selectivity to that during and fol-
lowing the Test 1 on equal footing (which had 300ms of test period
and a 300ms delay before Test 2). Another reason to avoid using the
full delay was to demonstrate that the addition of selective units in
the previously unselective population was not simply due to passage
of time but timed to test onset. We used all correct trials in which
Sample 1 was equal to Test 1 (to increase the statistical powerwe used
both load 2 and load 3 trials combined since they had the same
Sample 1 and Test 1 timings). In these trials the same items were
presented in Test 1 and Sample 1, and the monkeys responded nei-
ther during Test 1 nor the following delay but instead awaited Test 2.

Demixed principal component analysis
To identify low-dimensional manifold for neural activity, we per-
formed a demixed principal components analysis (dPCA)20. This
approach allows not only for compressing the data, similarly to PCA,
but also separates the underlying components with respect to the
requested task parameters by demixing the dependencies of the
population activity on the task parameters. In a nutshell, demixing is
achieved by minimising the reconstruction error between the projec-
tions and the neural activity averaged over trials (unlike in PCA where
the reconstruction error on single trials is minimised) and over the
requested task parameters. In addition, when compared to PCA the
methodusedherebenefits fromgreaterflexibility offeredbyusing two
different linear mappings for encoding vs decoding. More technical as
well as theoretical details of dPCA can be found in20.

In our analyses dPCA was applied to both spiking data (firing
rates obtained by convolving the spike point process with 50 fms
wide Gaussian kernel) and oscillatory bursts in beta and gamma
bands (burst point process convolved with 50ms wide Gaussian
kernel). To achieve demixing effect we grouped trials into task- (Task
1 vs Task 2) and stimulus- (item identity in Sample 1) dependent sets,
and analyzed trials in the interval from 100ms prior to the first
sample cue (Sample 1) until the first test cue (Test 1). Apart from task
and stimulus-dependent components, dPCA also produced a
condition-independent component corresponding to low-
dimensional time-dependent task activity.

We also used dPCA to study spatial distribution of LFP activity
patterns. To this end, dPCA loadings (weights) were extracted for the
condition-independent components in each session and, to avoid

overfitting to noise, a greedy search for theminimal set of weights that
preserve the original component, i.e., with the mean square error
below the fixed threshold, was employed. As a result, the weight vec-
tors were made sparse by effectively removing the contribution from
42% of electrodes on average (ranging from 34 to 55%). The saliency of
the contribution of particular electrodes to each component was
attributed to the absolute value of the corresponding loading coeffi-
cient in the reduced weight vector.

Ethics statement
This study was performed in strict accordance with the National
Institutes of Health guidelines and the policies of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Committee for Animal Care.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from one
of the authors (E.K.M.) upon reasonable request. Source data are
published online with the paper. Source data are provided with
this paper.

Code availability
Key functions for estimating a percentage of explained variance (PEV)
and oscillatory burst analysis are available online (https://tinyurl.com/
ys7psv5u). External tools such as Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al.
2011) used for spectral analysis and dPCA toolbox (Kobak et al. 2016)
are published online.
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